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1991-94: Construction of 1st production and 
trapping apparatus.

1995: Produced and Trapped Francium in a MOT.

1996-2000: Laser spectroscopy of Francium (8S1/2, 
7P1/2,7D5/2,7D3/2, hyperfine anomaly).

2000-2002: High efficiency trap.

2003: Spectroscopy of 9S1/2  8p levels, 

2004: Study of 8s levels (polarizablitiy).

2,000 atom Fr 
MOT

A Brief History of Francium at 
Stony Brook

250,000 atom 
Fr MOT







7P1/2 lifetime of Fr













Fluorescence from the two 7P1/2 hyperfine states excited with FM sidebands





Hyperfine Anomaly

a:  point nucleus

b:  <rc>=<rm>

c:  shell model



"In the Glashow Weinberg Salam theory of the electroweak 
interaction, for each channel there is always a Z channel 
accompanying it. At low energy, the Z channel is suppressed by 
a factor of Q2/M2(Z) where Q is the momentum transferred and 
M(Z) is the mass of the Z particle. Nevertheless, this tiny effect 
can be detected if it is enhanced by some mechanism."

Langacker



For a vector-axial vector type weak force, the Lagrangian for the 
parity violating quark-electron interaction in the low energy limit is:
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C1u,d strength of the interaction of the electronic axial vector with 
the hadronic vector current. C2u,d has the hadronic axial vector with 
the electronic vector current. At tree-level the standard model 
predicts with [x=sin2θw(Mz)≈0.2323]
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The nuclear spin dependent contribution has three parts:
An electron interacts weakly with a single valence nucleon (nucleon 
axial-vector current AnVe
The nuclear chiral current created by weak interactions between 
nucleons (anapole moment).
The combined action of the hyperfine interaction and the spin-
independent Z0 exchange interaction from nucleon vector currents 
(VnAe).







The Anapole Moment
1958 Zel’dovich, Vaks
1980 Khriplovich, Flambaum
1997 Boulder experiment

It can be thought as a “weak radiative correction”. The nuclear wave 
function has parity violating components (Ve AN). It has to be probed 
inside the nucleus by an electromagnetic interaction.



The chirality of an atom arising from the neutral current weak interaction 
between the electron and a nucleon can be shown by plotting the 
electron probability current density for a given atomic state, shown here 
for the 2p1/2 state in hydrogen. Under a parity transformation, or 
equivalently under mirror reversal, the helicity of the streamlines is 
reversed: the atom is fundamentally handed. (After R. A. Hegstrom et al, 
Am. J. Phys. 56,1086, 1988).

See: Fortson Group - Atomic Chirality
http://www.phys.washington.edu/~fortson/chiral.html



The wavefunction of a nucleon violates parity and so its current has a certain 
chirality. The current can be separated in two components. One an axial 
rotation and the second a current flowing in a torus. It is this last part that 
generates a magnetic field inside the nucleus. It changes the magnetization 
in a chiral form and manifests itself differently depending on the hyperfine 
state of the interacting nucleus-electron.



Estimated anapole moment effective constat for the light Fr isotopes





METHOD

•Optically prepare the atoms in a particular m sublevel of the ground state, 
tip by an angle(θ) the population with a Raman pulses that we provide in 
just as a microwave M1 transition that is orthogonal to the E1 cavity.

•A second longer pulse will be applied from the E1 cavity. The probability 
of making the transition is proportional to | M1(θ)BR + dpncErf |2 which has 
an interference term that changes with the handedness of the coordinate 
axes.

S~|M1(θ)BR+dpncErf|2-|M1(θ)BR-dpncErf||2

S~2M1(θ)BR dpncErf

Noise~M1(θ)BR
2



The handedness is determined by the static magnetic field (to lift the 
degeneracy of the Zeeman sublevels) and the polarizations of microwave 
electric and Raman fields (equivalent to a microwave magnetic field). 
This establishes a pseudo-scalar proportional to the measured quantity 
i(E× (ER1 × ER2))·B

Measure the transferred population turning the dipole trap off and using 
optical techniques in the appropriate cycling transition that will produce a 
very high detection efficiency.



Signal-to-noise

The experiment measures the transition probability:
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The expected shot noise limited signal-to-noise for detecting this rate is
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The final number is for 106 atoms in an rf E1 field of 1kVolts/m, and   
∆t ~ 1 s per cycle. For 104 cycles one can reach a 1% measurement.



Prototype Microwave Fabry-Perot.

Hardware advances for the Anapole measurement



Road Map for Fr project

•Measurement of the anapole moment of a chain of Fr isotopes 
through the E1 forbidden hyperfine transition.

•Shot noise limited signal-to-noise better than 1 (Hz)-1/2.

•Calculations of atomic and nuclear structure will allow the 
extraction of coupling constants.
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